Abstract: Modelling issues in multi-unit longitudinal models with random coefficients and patterned correlation structure are illustrated in the context of three data sets. The first data set deals with short time series data on annual death rates and alcohol consumption of twenty-five European countries. The second data set deals with glaceologic time series data on snow temperature at 14 different locations within a small glacier in the Austrian Alps. The third data set consists of annual economic time series on factor productivity, and domestic and foreign research/development (R&D) capital stocks. A practical model building approach-consisting of model specification, estimation, and diagnostic checking-is outlined in the context of these three data sets.
The Model
The model considered in this paper is given by « · ¬ ·¯ (1) where for each unit or subject ( ½ ¾ AE) the response vector is a (Ì ¢½) vector.
The design matrix models the effects of the fixed regression coefficients «. The design matrix models the effects of the random regression coefficients ¬ , which are allowed to vary independently across the AE units. The regression coefficients ¬ are assumed to 94 Austrian Journal of Statistics, Vol. 29 (2000) , No. 2, [93] [94] [95] [96] [97] [98] [99] [100] [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] [107] [108] [109] [110] be drawn randomly from a normal distribution with mean vector ¼ and covariance matrix ; non-zero mean vectors of the random regression coefficients are incorporated into the fixed effects. The error vector for unit ,¯ , is assumed normal with mean vector zero and Ì ¢Ì µ covariance matrix ¦ ´ µ, parameterized by the vector of unknown coefficients.
The model is very general. Without the random-effects component (that is, without the term ¬ ), the model reduces to the multivariate regression model « ·¯ . For , the model in Equation (1) 
The combined random component Ú has covariance matrix ª ¼ ·¦ . For example, the covariance matrix that is implied by a regression model with random intercepts and independent errors¯ , is given by ª ¾ Á ·´ ¬ µ ¾ ½½ ¼ . It amounts to assuming a model without random coefficients, but with a compound symmetric error structure. This discussion shows that one can parameterize a compound symmetric structure in two ways: as a regression model without random coefficients and compound symmetric errors, or as a regression model with random intercepts and independent errors. Certain parametrizations must be avoided, as the resulting overparametrized models cannot be estimated. For example, it is not possible to consider a model with a random intercept and a general unstructured covariance model, as in this case the Ì´Ì · ½µ ¾ parameters in the covariance matrix of Ú are modeled through ½·Ì´Ì ·½µ ¾℄ parameters (namely, the variance ¾ ¬ and the full covariance matrix of the¯ ). The models in (1) and (2) are linear models. They allow for fixed regression effects, random coefficients, and general correlation structures that can accommodate heteroscedasticity and serial correlation in the error vector¯ . The model can handle unequal numbers of observations for each unit, as well as unequal time-spacing of the observations.
Model Estimation
The model in Equations (1) or (2) involves two types of parameters: fixed effects « and parameters in the covariance matrices and ¦ ´ µ. PROC MIXED within the SAS Software can be used for their estimation. PROC MIXED calculates either maximum likelihood (ML) or restricted maximum likelihood (REML) estimates of the covariance parameters in the random components of the model; that is, the parameters in the covariance matrix , possibly structured, as well as the parameters in ¦ ´ µ. Mixed models theory (for a general treatment, Searle et al. (1992) ; for an application to multi-unit time series, Tsimikas and Ledolter (1997) , Tsimikas and Ledolter (1998) ) can be used to obtain the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE) of « and the best linear unbiased predictors (BLUP) of the random coefficients ¬ . One finds that they are given by
where unknown parameters in and ¦ ´ µ are replaced by their respective ML (or restricted ML) estimates. The estimates in (3) can be used to calculate · , the BLUP of the signal « · ¬ , as well as the residuals ´ · µ. These residuals are referred to as the Empirical Bayes residuals, as compared to the cross-sectional residuals which remove only the fixed, but not the random effects. A Bayesian treatment of the model in Equation (1) is also possible. The calculation of the posterior distributions of the variance components requires high-dimensional integration, and Monte Carlo methods have been used for the calculations. A procedure that iterates between sampling the random effects for fixed covariances and sampling the covariances for given random effects and observations, has proved useful.
Models with the same fixed effects, but different parametrizations of the random components, can be compared via the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and/or the Schwarz Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC); models with large values for these criteria are preferable. The Akaike Information Criterion is given by AIC = Log-likelihood( , ) -Õ, where Õ is the number of covariance parameters in and ¦´ µ. The Bayesian Information Criterion BIC = Log-likelihood( , ) -(Õ/2)log(AE £ ), where AE £ is the total number of observations, penalizes models with more covariance parameters even more. One can also use the restricted log-likelihood in place of the ordinary log-likelihood; then AE £ in BIC is replaced by AE £ Ô, where Ô is the number of fixed regression coefficients. These are exactly the calculations that are carried out in Version 6.12 of the SAS PROC MIXED routine.
A Revised Bayesian Information Criterion
The likelihood function in a multi-unit longitudinal model with random coefficients and patterned correlation structure can be written as
where Ý AE is the vector of all available observations, ´ µ is the vector of covariance parameters, ´ µ is the prior and ´ Ý AE µ is the posterior distribution of . The Schwarz 96 Austrian Journal of Statistics, Vol. 29 (2000) 
The expression on the right hand side of this equation is known as the Schwarz Bayesian Information Criterion.
The determination of the "relevant number" of observations Ò in the Schwarz Bayesian Information Criterion is complicated by the fact that multi-unit longitudinal models with random coefficients and patterned correlation structure contain two types of parameters:
(1) The parameters in the patterned correlation structure of the errors within each of the AE units; the precision of their estimates grows with the total number of observations,
The parameters that describe the variation of the model coefficients across the AE units (that is, the parameters in the covariance matrix ); the precision of those estimates grows with the number of units AE, but not with the number of observations within each unit. This discussion shows that the precisions of the parameter estimates have different growth rates towards their asymptotic covariance matrices. Taking these differences into account, one is led to the following, revised BIC criterion:
where Õ £ is the number of parameters in the patterned covariance matrix ¦ ´ µ, Õ ££ is the number of parameters in the covariance matrix , AE is the number of units, and AE £ is the total number of observations. This definition of BIC appears preferable to the one used in Version 6.12 of SAS PROC MIXED. Note that the latest version of SAS has changed the calculation of the BIC criterion. Version 7 uses the number of units AE in place of the total number of observations AE £ . Our revised BIC criterion in Equation (7) is a compromise between the definitions in SAS Versions 6 and 7. Comments: An alternative approach compares models by their posterior probabilities, or by their model likelihoods if equal priors can be assumed. Frühwirth-Schnatter (1995) pursues this approach in the context of linear Gaussian state space models; Früh-wirth-Schnatter (1999) addresses the mixed effects models. The computational problem is one difficulty, as this Bayesian approach requires several integrations that can be achieved only through Monte Carlo methods.
Model Building Approach
The estimation of multi-unit longitudinal models with random coefficients and patterned covariance matrices is relatively straightforward, and likelihood-based inference proce-dures are readily available within the SAS software package. However, the first step in any data modeling exercise involves the specification of tentative models. In particular, one must select the fixed regression structure, as well as the covariance structures for the random effects (matrix ) and the noise´¦ ´ µµ. In rare situations, models can be based on theory. However, in most instances data must be used for the specification of tentative models. A tentative specification stage with several useful graphical specification tools is desirable, as such a modeling strategy will keep the investigator from fitting too many inappropriate models. A solid model specification step can also avoid the numerical convergence problems that are associated with fitting misspecified or overparametrized models.
Let us first consider the situation where the regression components are functions of time. This is the case in the typical growth curve model. A common modeling strategy calculates the average and the standard deviation from all observations at each fixed time period and standardizes the AE observations at time Ø by subtracting the average and dividing by the standard deviation. The standardization removes the mean effects and adjusts for possible heteroscedasticity. It is akin to working with a very unstructured regression component where observations at each time period are allowed to have their own separate level. Parametric models for the mean function can be considered at a later stage, after one has determined the appropriate noise structure. The standardized deviations can be used to form hypotheses about the correlation structure of the noise Ú ¬ ·¯ .
Draftsman displays and parallel axis plots help with the specification.
A draftsman display is a matrix of scatterplots of observations (deviations) from the same unit at times 1 and 2, times 1 and 3, . . . , times Ô and Ô ½. So far our model has not included genuine regressor variables; in growth curve models, the only "explanatory" variable had been time. Going beyond this special situation, we now address the model specification with more general regressor variables. The decision whether or not to include random regression coefficients becomes of interest. One obvious way to answer this question is to fit two models-the model with and the model without random coefficients-and use a likelihood-ratio test or the AIC/BIC criteria to decide whether random coefficients are needed. Another approach is to look for graphical specification tools that can shed light on this issue. Such an approach is pursued in the remainder of this section.
Let us consider the simple linear regression model with random intercept and slope,
where´¬ Ó ¬ ½ µ are independent across units, with mean vector zero and (¾¢¾) symmetric covariance matrix with elements ¼¼ ¼½ ½½ . For simplicity, let us assume that all fixed components are known and removed from the model. The cross-sectional residuals (that is, the differences between the observations and the fixed-effects part of the model) are then given by
Consequences of the random coefficients specification are as follows: The cross-sectional residuals Ö Ø and Ö Ø Ù on the same unit i are correlated-not just due to the correlation among successive errors¯ Ø , but also because of the random nature of the regression coefficients,
¯Cross-sectional residuals from different units, Ö Ø and Ö Ø Ù for , are always uncorrelated, irrespective whether or not the regression coefficients are assumed random.
An investigation whether cross-sectional residuals exhibit some of these features forms the basis of our graphical specification tool. We recommend a scatterplot of Ö ¾ Ø against Ü Ø , preferably smoothed, to bring out the features of the plot. Several different smoothing procedures can be used, such as kernel-based smoothing, spline smoothing, and local regression (loess) smoothing approaches. A good summary of smoothing approaches is given in Simonoff (1996) and Bowman and Azzalini (1997) ; the loess smoother is introduced in Cleveland (1979) . In situations where regression coefficients are random, a scatterplot of the squared residuals, Ö ¾ Ø , against the explanatory variable, Ü Ø , will show a (non-linear) relationship. In the absence of random coefficients, no such relationship should be discernable.
One However it should be noted at this point that also a heteroscedastic error model with a standard deviation that grows with the explanatory variable leads to similar patterns. Hence it is not always straightforward to distinguish between heteroscedasticity and random regression coefficients.
A comparison of various models with respect to their fits (as indicated by the maximum value of their likelihood functions, or their values on the AIC/BIC criteria) is not always sufficient, as even well-fitting models may not satisfy all assumptions. The validity of the estimated models must be checked before models are put to their use. Residuals are used to check the model assumptions. Commonly-used residual diagnostics include residual plots and the autocorrelation function (or the variogram) of the residuals. These checks will be illustrated in the context of our empirical analysis.
Analysis of Three Data Sets
We apply the model building strategy that we have outlined in the previous sections to the analysis of three data sets. The first data set deals with short time series data on annual death rates and annual alcohol consumption of twenty-five European countries during the 1980's. The relationship between death rates and alcohol consumption is at the center of the investigation. The second data set deals with glaceologic time series on snow temperature at 14 different locations within the Wurtenkees glacier, a small glacier in the Sonnblick area of the Austrian Alps. The snowpit locations are at different altitudes, and the role of altitude on snow temperature becomes an interesting question. The third data set consists of annual economic time series on factor productivity, and domestic and foreign research/development (R&D) capital stocks. The relationship between factor productivity and R&D capital stocks is of central importance.
Case Study 1: Alcohol Consumption and Mortality Rates
The first case study deals with the analysis of annual death rates (per 100,000 population from all causes, ) and total absolute alcohol consumption per capita (in liters, Rehm and Her (1997) Figure 1 show substantial differences in the levels of mortality. Our initial model
allows for random intercepts. It includes five parameters: two variance components (for the random intercept and for the noise) and three fixed regression coefficients. Empirical Bayes residuals are calculated, and a graph of the squared residuals against time is shown in Figure 2 . The pattern in this graph (roughly quadratic, with a minimum value occurring around time 5) suggests random coefficients for the regressor variable "Time". Model
includes seven parameters (three variances, the correlation among random intercept and slope, and three fixed regression coefficients). The maximum of the loglikelihood for this model (-52.63 ) is a considerable improvement over the one in model (10) which was -108.88. Empirical Bayes residuals from model (11) are calculated and their squares are plotted against alcohol consumption. The graph in Figure 3 shows very little relationship, and it is unclear whether the introduction of a random regression coefficient for alcohol consumption is needed. Nevertheless we proceed by including such a component and consider A model with an unconstrained non-negative definite covariance matrix is fitted first. The additional three parameters reduce the loglikelihood to -47.11. The estimated covariance matrix is very close to being singular, which indicates that a more parsimonious representation of the random structure may be possible. A model where the random regression coefficient for total alcohol is uncorrelated with the coefficients of the random trend component has two fewer parameters, but barely decreases the maximum of the loglikelihood functions (-48.43 ). This specification is taken as the final model. The estimate of the fixed regression coefficient for alcohol consumption is 13.95, with an approximate standard error of 4.46. Alcohol consumption has a significant impact on mortality, even after the adjustment for different country-specific time trends in mortality. The regression coefficient is positive, indicating that with each additional liter of total alcohol the mortality rate increases by 13.95 (per 100,000 population). Periods of higher (lower) than average alcohol consumption coincide with periods of higher (lower) than average mortality rates.
The effect of alcohol consumption on mortality is at the very center of this investigation. We conclude this example by discussing the best linear unbiased predictors of « ¾ ·¬ ¾ , the regression coefficients for total alcohol. The BLUPs are shown on the bottom line in Figure 4 . Twenty-three of the 25 estimates are positive, confirming a very strong positive association between mortality and alcohol consumption. The covariance matrix of the final model determines how the BLUP's shrink the country-specific regression estimates towards a common value. The common estimate of the regression coefficient for total alcohol (the estimate under the assumption that all 25 regression coefficients are the same; that is Var´¬ ¾ µ ¼) is given by 12.81. The country-specific regression estimates, on the other hand, are obtained by working with a very large value for Var´¬ ¾ µ, reestimating the remaining covariance parameters in model (12), and calculating the implied estimates of « ¾ · ¬ ¾ . The country-specific estimates are shown on the top line of land. Iceland, with its low alcohol consumption and low mortality rate, is quite different from the other countries.
Case Study 2: Temperature of the Winter Snowpack at Wurtenkees Glacier
The glaciological research project Wurtenkees has been carried out since 1982. Wurtenkees, a small glacier in the Sonnblick region of the Austrian Alps, was chosen for intensive investigation because its retreat behavior differs from that of the neighboring glaciers. Wurtenkees retreated during the 1960's and 1970's, when most other Alpine glaciers advanced or stayed the same. Data on many glaciological and meteorological variables were collected under this project, among them the temperature of the winter snowpack. The measurements in Table 1 were taken in the spring of each year (usually early May), over a period of 11 years (from 1982/83 through 1992/93) . The annual snow temperatures from fourteen sites (snowpits), located at various altitudes, are analyzed in this section. Details on the exact locations of the stations and a discussion of the measurement methods are given in Auer et al. (1995) . Table 1 : Mean snow temperatures (degrees Centigrade) for 14 snowpit locations on Wurtenkees glacier, taken over a period of 11 years (around May 1; 1983 through 1993). Snow temperature for station 2 in year 1991 is unusually low (-8 degrees) ; however, no problems were noted in the original records. Altitude of snowpits is given in meters. Stations are listed in decreasing altitude. The x-y coordinates of the location are given in meters (Gauss-Krüger Koordinaten in Meridianstreifen M41). Reference: Auer et al. (1995) .
82/3 83/4 84/5 85/6 86/7 87/8 88/9 89/90 90/1 91/2 92/3 Station 1 -5.7 Multiple time-sequence plots of snow temperatures are shown in Figure 5 ; observations from the same station are connected. In 1984/85 most snow temperatures are virtually zero, and there is almost no variability among the measurements. In the spring of 1985 heavy avalanche danger prevented the research team from reaching the snowpits; measurements were collected later that spring, at a time when the snowpack had started to melt. Another way to look at this information is to graph snow temperature against station altitude, and to do this for each year separately. The resulting plot is shown in Figure 6 .
Snow Temperature against Year
Snow temperatures vary from year to year. Altitude of the station has an influence on snow temperature, but the effect of altitude depends on the year. A linear function of altitude, with coefficients that vary from year to year, can be used to approximate the relationship between snow temperature and altitude. One can expect a positive correlation between the random intercept and slope, as in "warm" years the slope coefficient for altitude is less steep (less negative). We consider the model
where Ø is snow temperature at station ´ ½ ¾ ½ µ taken at time Ø´Ø ½ ¾ ½½µ and ÐØ is the altitude of station i. In this particular example it is the year that takes the place of the unit, and the regression coefficients are random across years. Altitude is centered by subtracting the midpoint of altitude (2800 meters) from the data.
The fitting results for model (13) with independent errors (independence across time periods, as well as stations) are given in Table 2 . A refinement of model (13) replaces the independence assumption across stations, ÓÚ´¯ Ø ¯ Ø µ ¾ Á, with a spatial correlation structure that incorporates the Euclidian distances between stations i and j, while retaining the assumption of independence among errors from different years. The coordinates of the snowpits are measured in meters, according to Gauss-Krüger coordinates in meridian strip M41, and they are listed in Table 1 can also be included. Such models can be fitted easily with SAS PROC MIXED. We found that the addition of a spatial correlation structure, with and without nugget effect, did not lead to an appreciable improvement in the loglikelihood. We conclude our discussion of this data set by showing in Figure 7 the BLUPs of the eleven year-specific regression coefficients of the model in Equation (13). One notices the positive association that was anticipated. The coefficients for year 9 (1990/91) are somewhat different from the rest, probably due to one unusual observation at station 2.
Case Study 3: Research and Development Spillover
The third example reanalyzes data taken from an article by Coe and Helpman (1995) . Coe and Helpman explain total factor productivity ( ) in terms of domestic R&D capital stock on a cross-sectional longitudinal regression model
with country-specific fixed intercepts, constant regression coefficients (constant across countries ½ ¾ ¾¾) and independent errors¯ Ø (independence across time Ø ½ ¾ ¾¼, as well as countries).
Müller and Nettekoven (1999) consider a random coefficients version of this model,
where ¬ ´¬ ¼ ¬ ½ ¬ ¾ µ, for countries ½ ¾ ¾¾, are independent drawings from a normal distribution with mean vector zero and unconstrained covariance matrix D. The errors¯ Ø are assumed independent across time and countries, with country-specific variances´ µ ¾ . Müller and Nettekoven find that the estimated mean elasticity of foreign R&D capital stock´« ¾ µ in the random coefficients regression model in Equation (15) is negative, while the estimated elasticity of Ë in the Coe and Helpman model in Equation (14) has a positive sign.
In this section of the paper we reanalyze this data set. We consider the following models:
The regression model with country-specific fixed regression coefficients. This is equivalent to assuming a very large covariance matrix in model (15). The random regression coefficients model in Equation (15) Figure 8 and the squared residuals are plotted against the explanatory variables Ë and Ë . We notice curvature in these graphs, especially in the plot against Ë . This provides some indication for a random coefficients model. (14), assuming constant intercepts as well as constant regression coefficients, against the logarithms of domestic and foreign R&D capital stock. Loess smoother is given by the solid line.
The Müller and Nettekoven model in Equation (15) Figure 9 . The patterns in the autocorrelations show that the model in Equation (15) can be improved by adding a first-order autoregressive correlation structure with ÓÖÖ´¯ Ø ¯ Ø µ . Estimation results for the random coefficients regression model in Equation (15) with and without autocorrelated (first-order autoregressive) errors are compared in Table 3 .
The added correlation structure leads to substantial improvements; it increases the maximum of the loglikelihood from 975.05 to 1,036.05. While there are some changes in the estimated mean elasticities and their standard errors, the conclusions regarding their sign and significance are largely unchanged. Adjusting for the effect of domestic R&D capital stock, the estimate of the mean elasticity of foreign R&D capital stock remains negative.
The effects of the random specification on the estimates of the elasticities of domestic and foreign R&D capital stock are illustrated in Figure 10 . It shows how the two random coefficients models with and without autocorrelated errors shrink the country-specific regression estimates that are obtained by fitting separate regressions to each of the 22 countries. The addition of the autocorrelation component enhances the shrinkage effect. For elasticities of domestic R&D capital stock the shrinkage is especially noticeable for UK and Switzerland; for foreign capital stock it is largest for Italy and Spain.
Concluding Remarks
The three case studies in this paper illustrate a flexible strategy for building regressiontype models from multi-unit (panel) data. All considered models can be estimated quite easily within the PROC MIXED routine of the SAS statistical software. 
